IFSA-INDUSTRIAL SAFETY LDA is a
company created in 2014 and operates in
Soyo with a transit area (warehouse) in the
city of Luanda (Angola) and organized to
provide support services to the oil and gas
industry and other branches of business
activities.
It is also a training ACADEMY providing
Fires & Safety courses, and more with new
live props implanted in Soyo, Zaire province Angola, the second largest oil producing
region in the country.

Mission

Vision

Values

Contribute positively to the oil and gas
industry, commercial enterprises and
communities in general by promoting
safety, healthy environment and fire
protection through the provision of
specialized technical services and the
marketing - of safety signal materials,
and fire detection and firefighting
equipment; and personal and collective
protective equipment (PPE and CPE).

To be a reference company and preferably at
national with recognized efficiency in
provision of specialized technical services and
the marketing - of safety signal materials,
and fire detection and firefighting equipment;
and personal and collective protective
equipment (PPE and CPE).

Commitment,
Reliability,
Dedication,
Ethic,
Safety

PORTFOLIO
Our Portfolio covers the following branches
of activities :

IMPLEMENTED STRATEGIES
Organic Structure

1. Store IF&SA
 Sales of PPE / EPC and various HSE
equipment;
 Maintenance, certification of
extinguishers and fixed fire fighting
system;

 Fire Training & HSE Consultancy

2. Reconditioning Workshop

ADMINISTRATION

WHO WE ARE

QHSE

SALES &
LOGISTICS
R.W/
INSPECTION &
CERTIFICATION
TRAINING
ACADEMY IF&SA

Integrated Management System Policy
ISO 14001 / 9001 / 45001

3. IF&SA Training Academy & Store

IFSA INDUSTRIAL SAFETY LDA is committed
to achieving outstanding operational performance
in terms of quality, occupational health and safety,
environment and sustainable development, in order
to meet the requirements, needs and expectations
of relevant interested parties.
The Integrated and Implemented Management
System is based on a process approach, founded on
IFSA values and is essential for business success.
It promotes the reduction of all forms of waste, the
commitment and involvement of all in the
continuous improvement of the organizational
performance.
The General Manager and IFSA administrative or
operacional managers at all levels are responsible
for ensuring the company's sustainable and socially
responsible developmental conditions through the
planning, implementation, monitoring and
continuous improvement of the IMS.
All employees are responsible for the actions
necessary to operationalize the processes and the
quality of services, in strict compliance with the
rules of occupational health and safety,
environmental preservation, and protection of
equipment and facilities.

TRAINING COURSES :

IF&SA-INDUSTRIAL
FIRE & SAFETY
ANGOLA

TRAINING LOCATION
IN SOYO - ZAIRE:
 KIFUMA ACADEMIA IF & SA

CONTACTS
SOYO- SENTIR STREET - ENE 898
KIFUMA FIRE & SAFETY ACADEMY
LUANDA- BENFICA, PROJEC. ZN VERDE
SITE: WWW.IFSA.CO.AO
E-MAIL: INFO@IFSA.CO.AO
TELEFONE: (+244) 934 483 747/ 918814094
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